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uniaxial cyclic stretch apparatus is designed and developed for
issue engineering research. The biostretch apparatus employs
oncontact electromagnetic force to uniaxially stretch a rectangu-
ar Gelfoam® or RTV silicon scaffold. A reliable controller is
mplemented to control four stretch parameters independently: ex-
ent, frequency, pattern, and duration of the stretch. The noncon-
act driving force together with the specially designed mount al-
ow researchers to use standard Petri dishes and commercially
vailable CO2 incubators to culture an engineered tissue patch
nder well-defined mechanical conditions. The culture process is
reatly simplified over existing processes. Further, beyond tradi-
ional uniaxial stretch apparatuses, which provide stretch by fix-
ng one side of the scaffolds and stretching the other side, the new
pparatus can also apply uniaxial stretch from both ends simul-
aneously. Using the biostretch apparatus, the distributions of the
train on the Gelfoam® and GE RTV 6166 silicon scaffolds are
uantitatively analyzed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3005154�

eywords: uniaxial stretch, bioreactor, scaffold, strain

ntroduction
Tissue engineering has emerged as a very promising procedure

o repair, replace, or regenerate damaged tissues using tissue con-
tructs created in vitro. The standard strategy in tissue engineering
s to seed specific cells on a three-dimensional biodegradable scaf-
old, to grow them under precisely controlled culture conditions
rovided by a laboratory apparatus, and to deliver the matured
onstruct into the patient’s body �1,2�. During this culture process,
he use of scaffolds and laboratory apparatuses has been regarded
s a crucial technique. These apparatuses, with respect to Freed et
l. �3�, are called bioreactors. Bioreactors can be defined as labo-
atory tissue-culture devices, which provide a controllable, me-
hanically active environment that can be used to study and po-
entially improve engineered tissue structure, properties, and
ntegration.
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Over decades of study, mechanical stimuli have been proven to
be influential in cell proliferation and differentiation in functional
tissue engineering �4–6�. Accordingly, bioreactors have been
shown to be valuable in directing the quality of the tissue out-
comes. Due to the complexity of the tissue structure and the va-
riety of mechanical forces, existing bioreactors span a wide range
of precision levels. Some bioreactors provide compression load-
ing, some add fluid shear stress, and some apply uniaxial or biax-
ial stretch �1�. Among these bioreactors, uniaxial stretch appara-
tuses are commonly used. This type of bioreactors provides a
versatile platform for researchers to extensively study the role of
growth factors, gene therapies, and biomechanical properties.

There are several types of uniaxial biostretch apparatuses, in-
cluding designs that are motor/cam/linkage based, pneumatically
driven, or electromagnet driven �1,3,7,8�. Among these appara-
tuses, the electromagnet driven apparatus developed by Skinner
�9� is very convenient and popularly used. For example, Akhyari
et al. �5�, Liu et al. �10�, and Yang et al. �11� investigated the
effect of mechanical stretch on cell proliferation and differentia-
tion, Auluch et al. �12� studied the adaptation of craniofacial skel-
etal muscle following mechanostimulation, and Boublik et al. �13�
remodeled a hybrid cardiac construct and studied its mechanical
properties. The most important advantage of this type of apparatus
is the use of noncontact driving force, which can culture the en-
gineered tissue patch in an isolated environment. However, some
limitations of the Skinner apparatus hamper its further utilization.
First, the apparatus has a relatively complicated control system
that includes a biostretch manager, a biostretch controller, and a
set of magnet boards with customized Petri dishes �14�. As such,
the complicated assembly procedure causes the risk of contami-
nation. Moreover, a precise and controllable strain magnitude is
hard to obtain by barely controlling the electromagnetic force.

In the present study, we designed and built a prototype of a
novel apparatus that can apply well-defined strain magnitude to a
scaffold during tissue culture, using noncontact electromagnetic
force. The apparatus provides two different stretch methods: an
asymmetric stretch, fixing one end of the sample and stretching
the other end; and a symmetric stretch, stretching the two ends
simultaneously. The apparatus can also apply different stretch pat-
terns, such as continuous cyclic stretch and intermittent cyclic
stretch �15�. With the apparatus, researchers can use standard
35 mm or 60 mm Petri dishes to culture tissue patches and mini-
mize potential contamination. After constructing the prototype of
the apparatus, a nondestructive method was used to investigate
quantitatively the full-field strain distribution of the scaffolds.

Design Principles and Methods
The new apparatus is designed to culture engineered tissue

patches in a standard CO2 incubator and impose controllable
uniaxial stretch on the cell-seeded scaffold during the culture pro-
cedure. We summarize the desired design criteria of the new bio-
stretch apparatus as follows.

• It can use standard Petri dishes.
• It can precisely control the strain magnitude applied on the

scaffold.
• It can reduce the potential for bacterial or fungal contami-

nation during the culture procedure.
• It can be easily installed in and removed from a CO2

incubator.

The apparatus consists of two parts, as shown in Fig. 1. The
first part is a computerized control system used outside of the
incubator, and the other part is composed of up to three culture
boards used inside the incubator. Each culture board can hold
three standard Petri dishes. A cell-seeded scaffold with two stain-
less steel clamps at each end is mounted in the center of the
culture dish. On the two opposite sides of each culture dish are

two identical electromagnets providing forces equal in magnitude
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nd opposite in direction to two ends of each culture patch. There-
ore, when a current is passed through both magnets, force is
pplied symmetrically to the tissue patch.

Design of the Mechanical System. The culture board is de-
igned to hold culture dishes and electromagnets, and can be eas-
ly installed in or removed from the incubator. In order to stretch

useful number of samples, while minimizing interactions be-
ween electromagnets, each culture board is designed to hold three
ishes. V-shaped blocks are used to mount the culture dish in the
iddle of two opposite electromagnets. Two different sizes of

old boards are designed for both the 35 mm and 60 mm Petri
ishes.

To insert the scaffold with clamps into the culture dish and to
revent motion other than uniaxial stretch, a mounting tray is
sed, as shown in Fig. 2. The center groove �2� confines the scaf-
old to the center of the dish, while eight small slots �3� increase
he bottom area of the scaffold that is exposed to the culture

edium. Two stainless steel magnetic clamps �5� are attached to
he two ends of the scaffold, one at each end. When a magnetic
eld is applied to the clamps, the clamps move under the magnetic
orce, causing the scaffold to stretch. To control the deformation
f the scaffold, stopper pins �1� of various sizes are selectively
nserted into the holes on each side of the mounting tray �4�. The
nner stopper pins �10� ensure that the scaffold returns to its origi-
al position after stretch; the outer stopper pins �11� limit the
mount of stretch. The position and distance between the pins
etermine the deformation of the scaffold and the stretch methods.
hen the two clamps have the same moving distance between the

nner and outer stopper pins, the scaffold performs symmetric
tretch symmetrically; when the inner and outer stopper pins
ightly secure one of the clamps, and only one clamp is movable,
he scaffold performs asymmetric stretch.

Design of Control System. The apparatus allows two different
ypes of stretch patterns during the cell culture process: continu-

ig. 1 Schematic of the biostretch apparatus: „1… culture
oards; „2… incubator
Fig. 3 Design of the control system: „a… left: port a

14503-2 / Vol. 132, JANUARY 2010
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ous cyclic stretch and intermittent cyclic stretch �15�. Continuous
cyclic stretch means cyclically stretch the scaffold without stop;
intermittent cyclic stretch means intermittently stretch the scaf-
fold. For example, the scaffold first experiences a period of cyclic
stretch on the order of 15 min, called burst time, and then be
cultured in a static environment for a period on the order of
45 min, called rest time, to avoid cell injury. The burst time and
rest time are determined by the researchers. In order to apply a
specific stretch pattern, we use a pulse train as the power supply
of electromagnets. Thus, we need to implement pulse train gen-
erators and a user-friendly interface to customize these stretch
parameters.

To fulfill the design criteria, a National Instruments data acqui-
sition card �DAQ� NI PCI-6601 is used. To obtain three entirely
independent stretch plans for three culture boards, the four stretch
parameters, strength, frequency, pattern, and duration of the
stretch time, must be controlled separately. Three counters of the
DAQ are employed to generate three pulse trains so that the fre-
quency and the pattern of each pulse train can be controlled. Ad-
ditionally, each stretch plan uses eight digital output ports to an
8 bit digital-to-analog �D/A� converter to control the voltage of
the pulse train, so that the stretch strength can be controlled. The
port allocation is shown in Fig. 3�a�. The modulated pulse train
eventually serves as the power supply of the electromagnet. For
security reasons, the system also needs four input ports to check
the status of power supply and test the connections between the
culture boards and the control system. Figure 3�b� shows a de-
tailed stretch plan concept for stretch plan 1; stretch plans 2 and 3
have similar structures. The last parameter, the duration of the
pulse train, is controlled by the software.

The function of the control software is to provide a user-
friendly interface where all of the four stretch related parameters
can be characterized. Based on the input information, the software
precisely controls the PCI-6601 to generate a proper pulse train to

Fig. 2 Design of the mechanical system: „1… stopper pins, „2…
center groove, „3… slot, „4… hole, „5… clamp, „6… electromagnet,
„7… culture dish, „8… scaffold, „9… mounting tray, „10… inner stop-
per pin, and „11… outer stopper pin
llocation; „b… right: definition of the stretch plan
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erform the specific uniaxial stretch. As an improvement over the
pparatus of Liu et al. �14�, the new apparatus does not limit the
umber of sessions for each stretch plan. The performance gives
esearchers more flexibility to long-term ��2 days� study of tis-
ue culture, which may need several different stretch sessions. In
ddition, each stretch plan can have its own stretch strength in-
tead of three stretch plans sharing the same stretch strength.

train Measurement
After constructing the biostretch apparatus, we used a nonde-

tructive method �11,16,17� to investigate the surface strain distri-
ution of the scaffolds. Samples of both Gelfoam �41�20
7 mm3, n=2� and GE RTV 6166 silicone �38�16�3 mm3, n

11� were used as scaffolds to test the performance of the bios-
retch apparatus. The samples were marked with dots at 2 mm
ntervals using a permanent marker, and then soaked in water for
4 h before measurement. The final dimensions of the scaffolds
ith clamps were slightly different due to the gap made by the
lue and shrinkage when the scaffolds were soaked in water, rang-
ng from 40�18�7 mm3 to 40.5�18�7 mm3 for Gelfoam, and
0�16�3 mm3 to 41.5�16�3 mm3 for RTV silicone. The
caffolds were then placed in the aforementioned apparatus for
ymmetric cyclic stretch. For Gelfoam, the stretch parameters of
he biostretch apparatus were set with frequency of 1 Hz, on time
f 50%, and strength of 35% of the maximum value. For RTV, the
arameters were set with frequency of 1 Hz, on time of 50%, and
trength of 60% of the maximum value. The average strain was
bout 20%.

Digital photographs of the scaffold in the stretched and un-
tretched states were taken with a D50 digital camera �Nikon Cor-
oration, Tokyo, Japan� and a Tamron SP 90 mm macrolens �Tam-
on Co., Ltd., Saitama, Japan�. Photographs had a resolution of
0 pixels /mm.

The photographs were edited with Adobe Photoshop CS
Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA� using the high pass and threshold
ools to identify dots. The centroid of each dot was determined
sing SCION IMAGE �Scion Corporation, Frederick, MD�. Distances
etween successive centroids along the stretch axis were calcu-
ated to determine the distribution of strain, defined as deforma-

Fig. 4 Strain distribution for the middle ro
ion divided by the original distance between dots.

ournal of Biomechanical Engineering
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Results
We investigated the surface strain distributions along the stretch

axes for both Gelfoam and RTV samples. As the RTV silicone is
homogeneous, it can serve as a baseline to compare with Gelfoam,
which is porous and has a heterogeneous property. Figure 4 shows
the strain distributions of the middle lines for a typical Gelfoam
sample and a RTV sample. Although both samples show a high
standard deviation, that of the Gelfoam sample is higher. We be-
lieve that this is due to the viscoelasticity of the materials and the
heterogeneous property of the Gelfoam. The areas on the Gelfoam
with larger surface cavities exhibited higher strain than areas with
smaller surface cavities, such that local strain in small regions
�100 �m� ranged from negative strains on the order of −5% to
large positive strains on the order of 100%. In comparison to the
total strain �10–20%� and the size of a typical cell �10–40 �m�,
these local strains are clearly significant. We also investigated the
strain distribution in both the stretch axis �x-axis� and the perpen-
dicular horizontal axis �y-axis� for Gelfoam. Figure 5�a� shows
the average deformation between each adjacent pair of data points
for ten rows of one Gelfoam sample along the x-axis. Strain dis-
tribution was found to be nonuniform, with a high standard devia-
tion; a similar graph for strain distribution in the y-axis shows a
clearer trend, Fig. 5�b�, with the edges of the Gelfoam deforming
least, since they were securely glued to solid metal clamps.

We compared two different stretch methods, asymmetric stretch
and symmetric stretch, for two kinds of samples. There are no
significant trends along the stretch axis under different stretch
methods. But the symmetric stretch method provides a good
chance for real-time strain monitoring since the sample could stay
centered below a camera.

Discussion
In this study, a uniaxial biostretch apparatus has been developed

to culture engineered tissue patches under well-defined mechani-
cal conditions. The new apparatus has demonstrated several tech-
nical and practical advantages to existing ones. It allows tissue
patches to be cultured in a standard culture dish and provides two
kinds of stretch methods, asymmetric stretch and symmetric
stretch. The use of uniquely designed scaffold mounting trays sig-

of the Gelfoam and RTV silicone samples
ws
nificantly reduces the potential for contamination. Using the ap-
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aratus, strain measurement was performed to study the surface
train distributions of Gelfoam and RTV silicone.

In the device, we can directly control the stretch distance by
djusting the stopper pins to achieve desired strain magnitude.
ccording to the design principle, this apparatus applies magnetic

orce to stretch the scaffold, and utilizes the intrinsic elasticity of
he scaffold to return to the initial position. To achieve the same
train magnitude for different scaffold materials, different force
trength is needed depending on the material property. In the case
f Fig. 4, 60% strength was applied to RTV while only 35%
trength was applied to the Gelfoam. The calibration of the strain
nd force relationship for a standard scaffold needs to be investi-
ated. The plastic deformation and biodegradation of scaffolds
uring long-term culture also need to be investigated. Although
he measurements in consideration took place when the Gelfoam
nd RTV were soaked in water, in a full biomedical experiment,
he Gelfoam would be seeded with specific cells and soaked in
ulture media. Therefore, the strain distribution may vary due to
he media or the cell remodeling of the scaffold.

The apparatus uses electromagnetic force as the stretch force,
ut the effect of the magnetic field has not yet been fully investi-
ated. Reports show that both static �18,19� and time-variant �20�
agnetic fields can influence the tissue culture. To determine the
agnetic field effect, the related biomedical experiments need to

e performed with an accurate knowledge of the magnetic flux
ensity and field distribution.

In conclusion, a novel uniaxial biostretch apparatus has been
esigned and developed. It provides a versatile platform to study
he influence of the mechanical stimulus.
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